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Abstract
It has been demonstrated that users occasionally innovate. However, it can now be observed that
even end-consumers act as a source novel product designs. A case study of a firm, and “its”
consumers - from the computer games industry - illustrates how sourcing of consumer knowledge
has enabled the firm to improve product design. Two conditions favor the results firms can obtain
from consumer’s knowledge. First, is firm’s ability to exploit new opportunities of information and
communication technology - on-line communities - to establish interfaces connecting them with
consumers. Second, is firm’s ability to initiate a mode of organization by which the consumers are
guided and motivated to reveal merely relevant knowledge.
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Introduction
In less than two years 79.873 persons have settled in the official online-community related to the
computer game Counter-Strike. Throughout the next few hours thousands of Counter-Strike
aficionados - dispersed over the globe - will interact with each other and with the producers of the
game reporting their opinion of product features, knowledge of problems which they have spotted
in product design and ideas for their solution.
The interesting thing about this observation is that it brings to the forefront some old problems of
business. It has been recognized since the founder of modern economics - Alfred Marshall (1925) the importance for firms of supplementing their own knowledge with an external organization. In
order to develop new tangible or intangible products or processes firms need to complement the
relevant parts of their own knowledge base with knowledge residing elsewhere. In the present paper
it is argued that consumers might well form part of such an organization when they represent stocks
of knowledge that is complementary to firm’s purposes of product development.
Since Hayek (1945) it has been acknowledged that knowledge is dispersed and that making
something useful out of it revolves around co-ordination. This also goes for consumer knowledge.
Further, knowledge is not only dispersed, it is often also fallible and very seldom it comes in “ready
to use” packages. This is most certainly the case with consumer knowledge. The question is then,
why some firms (in the real world) manage to take advantage of consumer knowledge – despite its
difficulties of dispersion and unreliable quality. This is the question that the present paper deals
with.
From such a perspective the paper investigates a situation where valuable knowledge is dispersed –
embedded in consumers, but where novel opportunities created by innovations in information and
communication technologies establish ways in which it can be made available - at low cost. The
answer to the question will be sought in an empirical example from the emergent industry of
computer games. Along with the surfacing of the Internet and the on-line age certain firms within
this industry are increasingly becoming aware of the potential advantages of collecting consumer
knowledge. Some have managed to develop useful associations with consumers by exploiting
opportunities represented by novel information and communication technologies. However, this
technology does not stand-alone. In the final part of the case study it is argued that an organizational
innovation - complementary to the technical innovation of the Internet - is in fact responsible for the
efficient and meaningful use of this technology itself. The organizational innovation – named the
“moderator reward function” – has allowed producers to exploit a rank based incentive and further
to establish a weak authority relationship to consumers. One of the key arguments of this paper is
that solely by the joint employment of the technical innovation and the organizational innovation it
is possible to access and take advantage of consumer knowledge.
A specific study of a firm, its product, and “its” consumers show how consumer knowledge
feedback in several cases has assisted the firm in improving its product design. The example is
drawn from the US computer games industry. This industry is currently the fastest growing segment
of the US entertainment industry. Despite fast growth the industry still resembles an immature
business. Regardless of growing markets producers of games face massive obstacles and
uncertainty. Changes in the industry have resulted in increasing development cost. The amount of
sales required in order to break even has tripled within five years and only 7 percent of games
presented on the marked make a profit. Due to constant product introductions games are regarded as



old already after only six weeks. The typical consumer spends only seven to eight month with his
game. These facts, leaves firms under pressure for constant improvements in product design and
innovation in general.
A new source of innovation - the end-consumer
Much of the literature on innovation within economics, business- and technology studies has been
preoccupied with the importance of supply-side driven innovation, while only a minor part of this
research emphasize the importance of innovations originating from the demand domain - although
the phenomena is observable in the real world. This said, one should promptly turn to acknowledge
the small collection of exceptions to the rule, advocating that users play a prominent role in
innovative activity – at least in some industries. These exceptions are to be found in earlier
litterature of technological innovation and might be grouped under the heading “user driven
innovation”. This literature first appeared in economics in the mid 1970ties. Rosenberg’s study
(1976) of the machine tool industry showed the role of “sophisticated users” in speeding up
technolgical progress. Von Hippel demonstrated that users were responsible for progress within the
field of scientific instrument (von Hippel, 1976) semiconductor process machinery (von Hippel,
1977) and he proposed a notion of a “lead user” as a source of novel product concepts (von Hippel,
1986). Finally, Lundvall (1988) has argued - and to some extent shown - that interaction among
users and producers accounts in parts for the advancement of innovation in industry complexes.
At the outset, these contributors share in common a particular notion of a user who is skilled and
specialized in a particular activity for the sake of earning a living1.
However, it can now be observed that even “laid-back” end-consumers have begun actively to
contribute to processes of product development and improvements carried out by firms. For a
period of more than ten month I have studied the evolution of end-consumer – producer
relationships in a so-called on-line community established by a firm from the computer games
industry. The case study reveals that continuous knowledge feedback from an active segment of
consumers has enabled the firm to improve product design faster and in a more targeted manner
than would have been possible otherwise2. The approach to innovation sketched out in the case
study below result advantageous in this single example. However, I habour suspicion that this
approach - reliant on consumer knowledge for innovation - may well become a predominant way in
which innovative activities is to be organized in the future.
The remainder of the paper is divided in two parts. The following section presents the case study
taken from the computer games industry. It focuses on the relations between a firm and its
consumers and the outcomes of innovation spurred in these relations. In the final section managerial
implications are drawn out and conclusions are made.



1 It should be noted that Lundvall - in byline at the final paragraph of his paper - mentions that also so-called “private users” may engage in innovative efforts. However, this argument
remains undeveloped.
2 The method underlying this study is described in Appendix 1.



The case
Towards the on-line age in computer games
The computer games industry was really shaped in the early 1980ties. Prior to that time unripe
developments formed what by the 1996 was going to become the largest segment of the U.S.
entertainment industry. It started in 1961 when MIT received the new model computer PDP-1 from
the Digital Equipment Corporation. Its manufactures hoped that MIT’s electrical engineering
department would be able to do something interesting with it – win the space race, breed artificial
intelligent robots, or at least revolutionize information processing for the greater glory of America.
Within a year, the computing pioneers at MIT had done none of these things. But one of them had
written the world’s first computer game called “Spacewars” (Herz, 1997).
Since these initial “primitive blips” the computer games industry has gone through several stages.
The most significant ones have been related to the development of different consoles3, games for
PC, and the introduction of sophisticated graphics. The changes which marks new stages in the
computer games industry have each time altered the competitive parameter for the firms of the
industry and following left those who adapted fastest in a leading position for the next paradigm4.
In the most recent stage - characterized by the surfacing of the Internet - the industry has been
revolutionized yet again. At the present moment most computer games are marketed in electronic
form via the Internet, an increasing number of games are played on-line, and consumers
communicate with each other and with producers at an increasing intensity via on-line facilities.
The first step towards the on-line age was taken in late part of 1993 with the game Doom5. It
marked the beginning of the present paradigm - the on-line age in computer games. Although
investments in on-line gaming technologies and strategies are not perceived by CEOs to pay off
immediately, on-line games are believed to be the prosperous area of computer games. Thus,
although 55 per cent of CEOs members of ISDA - the most important trade organization within the
industry - said that on-line games are either very or extremely important to their company’s
business strategy in the next 12 months, they also believe that revenues from on line games will not
exceed 20 percent of their company’s revenues until at least 2004 (ISDA Annual member CEO
survey, 2000).
On-line communities
One of the most significant features of the on-line age in computer games is that it changes the way
that consumers interact with each other and with producers of computer games. On-line
communities are sites on the Internet where interaction among numerous individuals can occur.
They can be regarded as virtual hubs for knowledge and information exchange, chat, and
discussion. Albeit consumers might be separated by extensive physical distance, information and
communication technology allow for high degrees of interaction. An on-line community serves as a
club for its members. There exist innumerable types of on-line communities. In theory as many as


3 A well known example of a console is Sony Playstation.
4 Adapting fastest mean in this case being able fastest to take advantage of new technological opportunities. Or precisely, being able to reap the maximum benefits in software creation
out of opportunities in the constantly evolving hardware solutions. That ability entails a great deal of foresight of predicting. Knowing - or guessing - when new hardware - of several
categories - will be made available to consumers is crucial. Further, the ability to predict what this new hardware will be able to do is important.
5 December 10, 1993 at the University of Wisconsin crowds of students downloaded the first version cult-game Doom.



there exist topics of discussion. They are either open for everybody like a public place or of a more
private nature, such as Rotary Societies or card clubs.
A survey (May 2001) of the 20 best selling computer games (ranked by units sold) in 2000 shows
that 16 out the top 20 games’ producers have established at least one on-line community. The
quantitative dimensions of the phenomena reveal that each of these 16 on-line communities in the
survey currently comprises member groups ranging from 2.578 up to 96.250 individuals. The total
number of members in these on-line communities was approximately 173.000, growing with a total
rate of approximately 1.550 members a week.
To consumers of computer games, on-line communities represent a “playground” where to
exchange viewpoints, gossip, and in general enjoy interacting for its own sake. In this perspective
the on-line community is an additional feature to the product that consumers already bought that
allows them – if successfully employed - to search out more from the product and thereby to
optimize joy. Seen isolated the playground is a fun service for consumers. I call the chitchat going
on here for “playground gossip”. Nevertheless, consumers also exchange need related information
and what is more important they exchange problem solving knowledge of interest for firms.
To producers of computer games on-line communities are places where they can interact with their
consumers, make announcements or simply watch what is going on among consumers. Computer
games producers are to an increasing extent starting to use on-line communities as sources for
feedback on various topics concerning their own products in a way, which was no possible before.
Thus, a development manager explains that:
“Before [the on-line community] we only got response from those who found it worth
picking up the phone or writing a letter. In that way you’ll only get feedback from
extremely happy or extremely angry customers”(Director of New Business Development
at Bethesda Softworks, March 2000).

The categories of feedback
Different categories of feedback are not equally useful for innovation purposes in the firm. On the
basis of the empirical study it became clear that the feedback from consumers must be divided into
different categories. The first category I call “flimsy feedback”. This kind of feedback reflects
consumer needs e.g. satisfaction and which developments they would like to see in the future,
complains and so on. Further, flimsy feedback reflects consumer’s preferences, the ordering of the
good confronting other products or the ordering of features contained in the product. However,
flimsy feedback contains no direct suggestions or solutions. The second category is what might be
called “focal feedback”. It brings with it several useful answers to firm’s prayers. Primarily it brings
solutions to firm’s problems in form of direct problem solving on technical issues such as detecting
and - sometimes even - solving errors and mistakes in product design made by the producer6.
Consumers act as a “quality control on the side” when they detect bugs and report them. Further,
and equally as important consumers might reveal – “home brewed” – small innovations and


6 Within software environments errors in software-programs are called “bugs”. Finding these errors is called “bug-detecting” and the following process of improving upon errors is
called “de-bugging”.



improvements that they have prepared for the game. For producers feedback of this kind is valuable
for direct improvement in product design.
The computer game firm and its external organization of consumers
As an illustration of the consumer - producer interaction and its outcomes I introduce findings from
a study of the firm Bethesda Softworks, its product, and its on-line community constituted by its
consumers. Bethesda Softworks, is a game producer and publisher based in Maryland (U.S.). Its
product the computer game “Seadogs” is one of several games invented and published by this firm.
The game – a so-called “role-playing game” - and its story revolve around pirate life in the 16th
century. The Russian software-development company Akella has undertaken most of the technical
development of the game. The game was released in the middle of October 2000. Three month prior
to product release Bethesda Softworks chose to launch the on-line community called “Seadogs
Forum”. It was initially supposed to work as a discussion forum serving communication among the
firm development department and its beta-testers during the test period, and further – as an
additional spin-off - to fuel interest among potential consumers. The interest in the game prior to its
release was substantial. As early as two weeks before product release, 225 members7 had entered
the Seadogs Forum and their activity had at that time already resulted in 1.083 messages. In April
2001 - approximately six month after the product release - the forum comprises 1.935 members.8 As
it is apparent from Figure 1, the largest proportion of members has arrived in the month following
the product release, where consumers start to play the game.
Figure 1
Membership growth in Seadogs Forum from July 2000 to April 2001
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7 I employ the term “member” as synonymous to consumers in cases when Bethesda Softwork’s consumers are enrolled in Seadogs Forum.
8 The proportion of consumers who have chosen to become members of the Seadogs Forum obviously represents only a minor segment of the total number of the consumer who bought
the game.



Over time the Seadogs Forum has accumulated members originating from most parts of the world.
The 1.935 individual members of Seadogs Forum represent 49 countries and can therefore be said
to have a high degree of dispersion9. Despite the fact of their dispersion, this proportion of Bethesda
Softwork’s consumers interact with each other, with publishers in Maryland, and with software
developers in Moscow on a continuous basis. Within the Seadogs Forum the response rate on the
topics posted (questions asked or suggestions made) on the Seadog Forum is 86,3%. In average
when a new topic is posted it gets four responses. This makes the probability of getting a reply to
questions or suggestions high. The quality of feedback on Seadogs Forum is on average distributed
with 36 per cent flimsy feedback, 41 per cent focal feedback and a rest of 23 per cent playground
gossip.
Tracing the competent consumer
As an approximation for competence of Bethesda Softwork’s consumers I use three criteria. The
candidates must pass a threshold related to each of the three criteria to pass the competence test,
1) the total number of messages posted by the consumer in his membership time on the Seadogs
Forum. This depicts the member’s rate of activity, experience, and rate of interaction through which
he is assumed to have gained knowledge. A minimum of 30 messages is required to enter as a
candidate for the “consumer competence group”.
2) consumer’s membership time of the Seadogs Forum; reflects experience-time in the on-line
community, and in most cases also experience time with the game. This is due to the fact that most
of the consumers becomes members just after having purchased the game. A minimum of onemonth membership is required.
3) a valuation of outcomes of the individual’s interactions. That is if their interactions have resulted
in potential solutions or other meaningful outcomes for firm use. To meet the criteria the
individual’s respective amount of emitted playground gossip and flimsy feedback is required to be
below the average values of the Seadogs Forum in general. At the same time the amount of focal
feedback must be above the average value of emitted focal feedback in Seadogs Forum in general.
In this particular case it means that a maximum 23 per cent playground gossip and 36 per cent
flimsy feedback is allowed, while a minimum of 41 per cent of focal feedback is required.
On this background we find on the Seadogs Forum that 202 members pass the first test. Most of
them have posted far more than 30 messages, a few up to 700. In the second test 6 members are
taken out leaving us with 196. In the third test 11 members fall, so the final group of competent
consumers on Seadogs Forum consists of 185 individuals. Thus, the group of competent consumers
on Seadog Forum makes up approximately 9,5 percent of the total number of members. Despite its
relatively small size the competence group is responsible for 14.088 out of a total of 27.707
messages posted in the Seadogs Forum’s lifetime. It means that a core member group of 9,5 percent
accounts for no less than 51 percent of the total activity.
By analyzing the quality of feedback in an equal number of randomly selected messages taken
respectively from the competence group and then for the rest group of “non-competent” a difference
in the average values of quality of feedback between the two groups became apparent.


9 Member - top scorer is the U.S. where 70% of members are located, followed by Canada representing 8%, and third with 3,5% the U.K. But, members are also found in Zimbabwe
and in the West Indies.



Table 1
The composition of feedback qualities in different groups of consumers (in per cent)
Playground gossip

Flimsy feedback

Focal feedback

Competence Group

16

27

57

Non-competence Group

36

43

21

All

23

36

41

The disparity of the feedback qualities between the competence group and the non-competence
group is remarkable. It shows that feedback originating from the competence group as a whole is
much more focused than the feedback coming from the rest group.
Feedback effects
Using consumer feedback Bethesda Softworks and Akella have been able to resolve at least thirtytwo more or less serious problems related to the product design and further of adding thirteen new
features improving the experience of playing the game. This happened within the first fifth teen
weeks following product release. So-called patch-files carrying the improvement have been created
and made available - on-line and free of charge – to consumers. In this fashion, consumer’s effort
have been rewarded with an improved product and thus with more joy.
The first of a total of four patch-files was released six weeks after the product had been marketed. It
contained twenty-two solutions and added seven improving features. The second patch-file came
after eight weeks. It contained three solutions and two added features. The third was made available
after twelve weeks and brought four solutions and two added features. Finally the fourth was
launched in February 8, 2001 fifth teen weeks after the product release and enclosed three solutions
and two added features. The trend is that most improvements were done on a short notice in the
very beginning of product life-time. The last improvements served more for perfecting the product
to a satisfying degree.
Bethesda Softworks’ consumers are numerous. They count – of course - many more than those
1.935 individuals who chose to participate in Seadogs Forum. However, by means of the Seadogs
Forum, Bethesda Softworks have been able to create a product test bed far larger than could be
achieved otherwise. Despite the fact that Bethesda Softworks spent more than three month having
beta-testers detecting the product prior to the product release, consumers immediately noticed
remaining errors or inaccuracy in product design which beta-testers had overseen or have
practically could do nothing to discover10.
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As figure 2 illustrates, the activity (messages posted) in Seadogs Forum reaches its highest level in
the two month immediately after product release. It is also in this period most of Bethesda
Softworks makes the improvement on the basis of consumer feedback. Approximately forty per
cent of the feedback that the firm has received is allocated during the first ten weeks. I find it
reasonable to believe that timing of feedback also plays an essential role for explaining why
consumer knowledge has been useful for product improvement. It is not likely that the feedback
obtained by Bethesda Softworks would have been useful in the same way outside this time-window.
With a product lifecycle of typically seven to eight month it is reasonable to assume that consumers
feedback should fall within the first few months if improvement should take effects before the
product starts to loose its appeal with consumers. I find reason to suspect that the instantaneousness
of feedback has left Bethesda Softworks with an advantage in relation other firms which do not
successfully employ on-line communities, because it allows product development to progress faster,
thus meeting consumer’s need more rapidly.



10 Many of the problems solved are related to the interface between the game software and specific computer configurations. Even through intensive testing it is almost impossible for
the firms to take into account all the different combinations of hardware configurations on which the game will be installed and played. The scope for errors is extensive – and
expanding, as up-to-the-minute hardware enters private homes.



Managing Consumer Efforts; a question of incentives and monitoring
To this point we have explored that consumer knowledge can be important for firm’s product
development and how knowledge can be pooled by the use of a technological devices. An important
gap in this story remains to be closed. I have said nothing of about what motivates consumers to
engage in efforts of problems solving activities and what makes them reveal their knowledge. There
is a need for an account of this seemingly altruistic behavior of consumers. The underlying
argument in this final part of the paper is that an organizational innovation - complementary to the
technical innovation of the information and communication technology – is in fact responsible for
the effective use of this technological innovation itself. The organizational innovation that we find
in relation to on-line communities relies on a so-called moderator. The moderator is a person
employed by the proprietary of the on-line community and his main function is to administrate a
rank based incentive system similar as the one described by Lazear and Rosen (1981) and to
monitor that that members stick to the rules comparable similar what has been illustrated by
Alchian and Demsetz (1972). The moderator reward function, as I name, has become a general
feature of the on-line communities.
In the commercial firm contemporary production methods often involve team characteristics in that
the interaction among workers are so intense that individual contribution to the joint outcome are
not necessarily measurable. As a result, a moral hazard problem may arise in which participating
workers are induced to free ride on the other efforts (Aoki, 1994). Especially, private efforts to
supply public goods seem very unlikely to result in any greater creations. Theories of free riding
predict that privately provided public goods should have very few contributors and that contributors
should be very small (Andreoni, 1995). Once produced a public goods can freely be exploited by
anyone, also by those who have not contributed. At first glace, it might appear favorable for
everyone to enjoy and make use of the contributions of others. This would allow everybody to
profit although not sustaining any cost. Nonetheless, if every person did rationalized equally, the
good in question would not be supplied. However, what we observe in the case-study is that
privately consumer-supplied improvements is being produced and made available to the potential
benefit of other consumers whether they have contributed to their development or not. In
consequence, what is to be explained is why this happens.
In a classic paper by Alchian and Demsetz (1972), monitoring of team member’s efforts is assumed
to be a solution to free riding or shirking behavior. Bringing in a principal who monitors the agent
inputs is suggested to solve the problem, because the principal monitor is furnished with the
authority to revise contracts of employees, reward high output and penalize “shirking”. However,
according to the authors it is “It is the system of rewards that stimulate a productivity response”.
“Incentive are the prices in the game of life, the goals that people seeks, the carrots” Alchian and
Meckling (1960) emphasized. People’s goals differs and it is commonplace that that there is not
enough wealth, power and prestige to go around and as every economist know this scarcity becomes
evident as cost. In seeking prices people must make sacrifices (Alchian and Meckling, 1960).
Rank-based incentives have been explored by Lazear and Rosen (1981). Their model explains why
vertical inequality may provide actors with incentives. A so-called tournament model describes
within-firm wage distribution by arguing for the importance of job changes, defined as discrete
wage jumps in a rank-order payment scheme. It suggests that efforts by employees are fostered by
an opportunity to compete for a top job in the organization. Three aspects of the model are
important. The first is that rewards to efforts are fixed in advance and based on contributor’s



relative performance rather than absolute performance. Secondly, the spread between the steps in
the rank system affect efforts. Third, there is an optimal spread; in fact the relevant first order
requirement is that the spread should be chosen so that the marginal cost of effort just equals the
value to the firm of the output produced with it (Lazear, 1991, 1995). The tournament model builds
on analogies to sports competitions and the competitive nature of the human beings involved in
such competitions, and thus highlights more general aspects of motivations leading to efforts. While
most treatments of motivation in organizations acknowledge both monetary and non-monetary
sources or determinants of motivated behavior (Lawler, 1973), the orientation of thinking about
inducements and contributions, cost and benefits, money has come to play a an overly important
role in our thinking about causes of behavior (Pfeffer, 1988). However, although monetary rewards
are known to be a motivational factor people’s goals differs.
The Moderator Reward Function
Peer recognition plays an important role for the motivation of members in on-line communities. For
some it is the ultimate goal, for other members recognition serves as means to obtain more valuable
feedback. There are no monetary compensations. The most direct way to peer recognition goes via
member rank. Rank is gained by those who make contributions to others in the community or to
producers.
A moderator who is employed by the establisher of the on-line community serves as a gatekeeper
who monitors members and seeks to encourage that the quality of contributions submitted to the
forum remain high. He does so by rewarding the members of the on-line community that supply
valid knowledge to the community with visible appreciation and an increase in rank. As
appreciation from the formal authority and rank are objects of peer recognition they are to be
considered the most important drivers of consumer efforts in the on-line community. The moderator
basically selects among the messages posted by the members; useful from the useless ones. The
reward function is almost automatic; for every perceived meaningful message posted the member
receives a rank-point, that adds to his rank and thereby upgrade his member-rank. By responding to
other’s problems, by making problem solving for other consumers and the producer, the “problem
solver” gets more rank-points. As the member accumulate number of messages that passes the
moderators control - his rank increases from “new member” to “junior member” to “member” and
in the case of Seadogs to a final step “captain”. On the other hand when communication falls afar
the forum purpose the moderator can choose to erase the message and therefore no points are given
and subsequently no increase in rank will take place. Thus, members are measured on output, being
the quantity and quality of knowledge that they allocate to the on-line community.
When the rank-incentive is not sufficient for interaction to bring about desired outcomes, the
moderator steps in as a “helpful authority” and tries to guide consumer’s interaction on track. The
moderator is equipped with formal authority “the right to select actions affecting part or the whole
of an organization” in the sense of Simon (1951) and possess the exclusive right to revise
relationships of members of the community. However, if consumers are not performing according
to the aspiration of producers, penalty or exclusion is not likely to be the first consequences. The
producer needs consumers to volunteer (to provide his knowledge free of charge) and this makes
their relationship distinct from the wage based employment relation. Only in cases where messages
are deliberately useless or meant to insult a warning is given and in serious cases exclusions of the
member is a probable consequence. Nevertheless, the moderator’s authority to directly penalize is
most often carried out in a soft way. The unique authority relationship between consumers and



producers in on-line communities is limited due to the fact that consumers can leave the relationship
at costs close to zero. Thus, for producers it takes “more carrot than stick” to establish an effective
authority relation to consumers. The optimal mode is when consumer efforts can be achieved by the
incentive structure itself, or when acceptance of direction is welcomed by consumers.
The moderator reward function seems crucial to control that the discussion and exchange stay
within a suitable frame of the purpose of the on-line community. This function is generally accepted
by the members as means of keeping discussion – that is the quality of knowledge exchanged –
effective. There exist, of course many examples of on-line communities lacking the moderator
feature. Results are most frequently that discussions turn into anarchy, gets rude and subsequently it
dies out.
Peer recognition as a driver of motivation is a particularly strong in the context of on-line
communities because the technology allows for optimal transparency. Every member can observe
all other members, their rank status, particular contributions, how much other members are being
acknowledged and so on. Such strong signals on performance and talent provide stronger incentives
to actors it is argued in the career concern literature (Holmström, 1999)11. In the context of on-line
communities the motivation to make an effort is obviously not associated with wishes of increased
career status, but rather peer recognition, the clarity of signals still seems to be relevant to bring
desired results.
Releasing resources
As organizational learning processes takes place on the consumer-side the moderator is able to
decrease his effort. Over time, as the most active members gradually accumulate problem solving
knowledge and build up rank they become able to take over the parts of the moderator reward
function. In the more mature stage of the on-line community high rank members have begun to help
out less experienced consumers with problems. Further, recognition effects can in this stage be
obtained by being acknowledged by more experienced high-rankers in the community. In this
manner the moderator get released from some of his duties. For most moderators this is a wellknown phenomena and it explains why even a growing members crowd in an on-line community
can be managed with decreasing moderating effort.
“we spend less time moderating members now than we did in the beginning…the point
is to allocate all the essencial knowledge to key-members…so, they’ll do the job
”(Moderator “Sirhoser” at Seadogs Forum, March 2001).
In this way moderators release time resources, which can be used more effectively to concentrate on
picking up the outcomes. Figure 3 illustrates that the moderator is extremely active during, and just
after, product release. Later as consumers accumulate knowledge and high-rankers establish their
positions the moderator is able to decrease his activity. In the example he finally he falls to zero.

11

Holmström, - interested in observability, monitoring and compensation issues and its role for creations of labor
market incentives – emphasizes that clearer signals about performance and talent provides stronger incentive to
employees. Holmström (1999) suggest that signaling incentives are stronger when performance is more visible to the
relevant audience, the higher the impact of effort on performance, and the more informative the performance is about
talent. Holmström’s contributions form part of the career concerns literature. Career concerns basically stems from the
care of subordinates “about the impact of decisions on their future career”(Holmström and Ricart I Costa, 1986).



The on-line community floats by itself. Nevertheless, as the product turns towards the end of its life
cycle the activity also drops in the consumer organization.
Figure 3
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According to moderators, their effort-allocation should be intensified with the initial increase in
consumer activity. In this fashion the firm is able to allocate crucial knowledge to consumers that
guide consumers on track. As the moderator at Seadogs Forum explains:
“…it allows us to step back and spend more time wathching what’s going on”
The public relations management at Bethesda Softworks has lately begun considering “outsourcing”
the moderator reward function to an individual consumer from Seadogs Forum. This possibility has
become an option as management has become aware of potential individuals who in fact already act
as “helpful authorities” in the on-line community. If “out-sourcing of functions to consumers” is a
feasable strategy remains to be discovered – in another paper.

Discussion
As it becomes evident in the empirical example firms can take advantage of consumer knowledge
despite its dispersion and unreliable quality. This can be done by exploiting opportunities of
information and communication technology related to the Internet - in particular on-line
communities, which serves as a tool for knowledge pooling. Further, by establishing an authority
relation to consumers and aligning (the right) simple incentives it is possible to set up an
organization of consumers that supply merely “high quality” knowledge. On the basis of this high
quality knowledge the firm in the case study is enabled to improve the design of an existing product
in a fast and targeted manner. The advantage gained from employing the method can be described
as a “cost cut” on innovation. Taken together, the approach to innovation sketched out in the



example comprises at least three features, making it a compelling alternative – or supplement - to
existing methods of product development.
Consumers are numerous
Numerous consumers represent a potential knowledge base regarding a particular products
consumption- and use-features, which is far greater than producers could ever acquire from their
own in-house activities such as testing, focus groups etc. In the way described numerous consumers
constitute a giant test bed for products and a laboratory breeding knowledge valid for incremental
innovations to existing products.
Consumer feedback can be made available instantly
As it was shown consumer’s knowledge can be made available instantly – as soon as consumers
engage the consumption and use of the product they report back. This permit firms immediately to
spot problems related to their product. Thus, by allowing consumers to engage in product
improvements the firm is able to improve product design much faster and in a fashion more targeted
to consumer taste than would be possible otherwise.
The method can be implemented at low initial cost;
In the case presented the management chose to dedicate two minor investments to engage with
consumers. The first was limited simply to acquiring the software needed to run the on-line
community. The cost was approximately 200 $US (primo 2000). The second investment made was
allocated into managerial time. It was limited to the hours spent by the moderator carrying out his
function. At peak periods four to five hours of daily moderating proved sufficient. As it was shown
the effort required to manage the consumer organization decreases over time as consumers in the
organization gets familiar with the way in which relationships work.
Although costs of initiating are minuscule it may be worthwhile reflecting on the range of
application of this approach to innovation before undertaking the stages needed to build
relationships - between consumers and producers - capable of transmitting complex knowledge.
The approach - reliant on consumer knowledge for innovation, is appropriate where interfaces can
be easily established, and is relevant in situations where improvements represent a perceived value
to consumers, but it is strongest where consumers have a high and persistent need for product
improvements. However, the success of this method obviously requires that consumers are capable
of acquiring knowledge of the product in question. This is possible in relation to most final
products, although not to all. In the pharmaceutical industry, for example, the developments of new
drugs have always relied on consumers – but never on their knowledge. Discovering new drugs and
improving current versions is highly dependent on consumer response, but only the physiological
aspects of this response is of interest to the developer. The use of drugs does not allow the
consumer to acquire any knowledge concerning the product, which is valid for its improvement.
Since consumers cannot properly identify relevant problems of product design there exist no
knowledgeable or competent consumers of drugs. Thus, relying on consumer’s knowledge for
product improvement is not a relevant option – or at least inadvisable. In the same way, relying on
consumer’s knowledge for better aero engines cannot be recommended.



Concluding remarks
On the background of the case study presented I find reason to state that a new approach to
innovation is emerging. It relies on consumer’s knowledge and furnishes those firms that take
advantage of new information and communication technology to establish an organization of
consumers with advantages in form of “cost-cuts on innovation”. As we have seen the method is
valid for assisting incremental innovations to existing products. However, it may well in addition
prove efficient for breeding innovations for future product versions or even serve to guide the
direction of development for completely new products. Where consumer knowledge can be made
available the method seems capable of overcoming some of the old problems of market response to
genuinely new products and of reducing uncertainty in the process of product development.
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Appendix 1
Methods and data used in the study:
This paper has investigated product improvements with a particular focus on the role of a consumer
organization as a supplier of knowledge inputs. An in depth case study approach was used to
produce the empirical part of this paper. A particular important source of the data for the study was
the on-line community Seadogs Forum itself. During ten consecutive month downloads of
information was carried out. The information communicated in the on-line community’s lifetime
has been captured in its entire form. This data provided information on individual member level and
permitted us to observe every members membership date, location, number of messages posted,
post dates, content of message, and who the member was communicating with (in its original form).
Drawing on these data has been possible to reproduce illustrative graphs and obtain a general idea
of the member dynamic of the community. The on-line community technology also allowed us to
do observation in real time, which was very helpful way to study the ongoing member discussions.
The initial working hypothesis and ideas generated from our data of the operations of the on-line
community have been followed up and checked by in-depth interviews with the director of new
product development at Bethesda Softworks and the employee who carry out the on-line
community management (moderating of Seadogs Forum). In this manner we have checked internal
validity with regard to causal statements about consumer activity leading to product improvements.
Further, the interview provided both historic and actual insights. Data have also been collected from
archival sources; information about the industry has been obtained from the computer game
industry’s member organization (ISDA) and firm information from various on-line documents.
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